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Spiritual Medicine 
Message from the Editor 

 This edition is dedicated to Spiritual medicine and the teachings of the great 
Hippocrates. Hippocrates, the Father of Medicine, is the Leader of the Society of Invisible 
Doctors in Heaven.  
 As a spirit now he gives invaluable lessons to humanity on a wide spectrum of 
medical issues, including explanations on phenomena concerning the human organism 
and its health. From the usage of herbs in curing diseases to the nature of cancer. From 
Spirit Doctors to the poisons of modern lifestyle for man’s health.  
 Modern doctors should first have humanitarian values, so that they are enlightened 
by the Spiritual World and can advance medical science for the help of humanity. 

        
              The Editor 
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The Unknown Organism of 
Man 
Tumeltape 
 TUMELTAPE: Brethren, I am not known in people’s history but I was once a citizen 
of an Eastern race, which does not exist today nor is it known to anyone. In my isolation I 
was conversing with the Beyond and mysteries of the human nature. I kept these for 
myself because I was not allowed to reveal them.  
 As you know, man is an unknown entity but his material part, in other words his 
body, is also unknown to everyone. If man commanded the mysteries of his body, no 
disease could be able to harm him.  
 Anatomists dissect the body and examine even the slightest detail, so that one 
admires their work as an exquisite piece of medical technique. This miracle of the 
representation of the human organism is accepted by the whole science as a perfect 
achievement of the human intellect. And yet, my dear, you totally ignore the most 
important points of the body! You see the surface and the depth is dark to you.  
 Science can make huge progress steps but this progress is most incomplete. When 
you do not know the cause, how can you repair the point, which does not function 
correctly?  
 In order for you to know the cause, this can only be achieved by special divine 
enlightenment. Science determines then the medication or the way of cure. Here, as well, 
not all methods and medications are appropriate, since medicine stopped being a sacred 
science but only a means for glory, wealth and fame.  
 If I gave you the anatomical chart of the human organism, I would violate the 
divine prohibition of Heaven. I suffice, then, to say in brief: Do not think, despite all your 
progress, that you succeeded where it is not easy to succeed. The human organism is and 
will remain unknown because this is the wish of the Deity.  
 Each important organ of the body is related to certain stars, which act upon the 
human organism positively or negatively. This also depends on other extra-worldly 
factors.  
 As you see, everything is one invisible chain. The non-important is connected with 
the more important, in order for the former to function. Therefore, you are wrong to pay 
attention to the opinions of people, when you do not believe in necessity but only in 
satisfaction. Necessity is the required means and satisfaction is the bad energy of 
individualism.  
 Learn how to study the unknown organism of man, through the systematic 
enlightenment of Heaven. Do you want to know what this method is? It is the very simple 
and systematic study of the Heavenly Light.  

               Tumeltape 
(Hippocrates’ Spiritual Medicine)
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About Cures 
Hippocrates 

 HIPPOCRATES: My dear brethren. The Lord has made me worthy as His Coworker 
to take on the position of healer. The Council of the Invisible Doctors has not operated yet. 
In this Council there exist worthy Indian teachers, who will take active part in our visits.  
 The patients are being tested, and their faith in our cure facilitates our actions.  
 There are people whom we can cure immediately but their organism is such, that it 
cannot tolerate our irradiation directly. We, then, transmit this with “doses”, as you 
mortals would say.  
 This work is not easy because the ones who come for treatment must be selected, 
unless the Divine Providence will want to reverse the destiny. If such reason exists, of 
course It will reverse it, without giving an explanation why It is doing this because the 
cause and the reason remain secret many times. In any case, the miracles you will see, in 
order for you to believe.  
 I mention these for your knowledge, devotion to the Spiritual World and faith in 
God, the Creator of the Seven Universes 

Hippocrates 
(Hippocrates’ Spiritual Medicine) 

The Doctors have Assumed a 
Sacred Duty 
Hippocrates 

HIPPOCRATES: My dear spiritual brethren. I am sorry from the depths of my heart 
because all the new doctors of your Earth have violated the oath. Very few of them are 
abiding by it. But they do not dare criticize their colleagues because they will su er the 
consequences of an unjust and malicious society.  

As you realize, many people are suffering and they ask for the help of the medical 
science but they do not have the means to provide for their cure. And the doctors are 
indifferent! Let each one of the patients find the means for their cure! And imagine that all 
these have taken a sacred duty, which was so much valued in ancient times.  
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Apollo was their protector. Today, their protector is the Evil One! In any case, you 
realize what progress has been made in the field of Pathology, most of all. Because surgery 
belongs to a branch which is not entirely medical but mechanical. This is why the Lord 
opened the gates of the Spiritual World and decided to give new directions, through 
simple means, and to save the bodies and the souls of your brothers.  

The Invisible Doctors are many. You have only known very few, through your 
communications. More will come. But many of them will be acting from at a distance, 
when the Spiritual World will specify to you where they are heading and what it (the 
Spiritual World) is about to do.  

I will strongly request that the cured people, or those who are about to be cured, 
come here, so that the Channel transmits the thanksgiving of the cured ones to the Lord.  

In a short time we will give many specimens of the omnipotence of Heaven. The 
“concrete” is often transformed into “abstract”. And what you consider to be abstract will 
be transformed into concrete. Do you know what this means? Think and you will 
understand this yourselves, because you have the need of the spiritual teaching, so that 
you stand up to where you are destined.  

Hippocrates 
(Hippocrates’ Spiritual Medicine) 

The Way of the Cures 
Hippocrates 
 HIPPOCRATES: Before we continue, my dear brethren, I need to stress that the 
therapies will take, in time, a different form. We will announce it to you, as long as your 
faith is adamant toward the Invisible Doctors.  
 Today I will speak to all faithful who come forward for their cure. My dears, when 
you rush for your cure and you doubt if you should also visit your earthly doctor or not, 
the Spiritual World does not prohibit this to you. You are free. But it does not take any 
responsibility, if the operation or anything else by the earthly doctor is successful or not. 
The only thing we can do for you is, when the earthly doctor is worthy of your trust, to 
cooperate with him, in coordination with the Spiritual World. I say this for those who are 
in a hurry. But the ones who have patience and endure their illness, the Spiritual World 
does not abandon them but it tries to thoroughly cure them, through their faith of course.  
 As you know, it has not been a long time since this Path has opened. And the 
therapies follow their course. What, however, the Spiritual World is preparing in favor of 
the brethren, I cannot say yet. Then you will realize what a miracle means. But I do not 
specify when because the Lord will speak to you on this point be- forehand. It seems 
strange to you how the Lord condescends to come down to you. This may seem strange 
only to the unfaithful and not to the ones who believe in the Spiritual World.  
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 The Lord has selected as His pupils the fishermen and not the magistrates of his 
time. For this reason, he does not descend to the egoists and the privileged of the 
knowledge (I mean the earthly one) but to the simple and beloved brothers of your World, 
even if these are a few. The Logos of Heaven, however, will become a true light for all the 
wise and dear to the Spiritual World.  
 Have a little patience and above all faith, in order to see what your imagination 
cannot conceive! This order has been given by the Lord himself. 

Hippocrates 
(Hippocrates’ Spiritual Medicine) 

The Invisible Doctors 
Hippocrates 
 HIPPOCRATES: When, my brothers, there is nothing specific for you, I appear as 
the one in charge, in order to give directions. When, however, you have your curing doctor 
(I mean an Invisible one), they will appear. They are more than 150. They are the most 
important and at the same time the most humane.  
 There are Invisible Doctors who were good scientists on Earth but not good people. 
We exclude these, if they do not come back to Earth, so that they atone.  
 I will also explain something else. Many times a person sees in his dream that his 
illness was cured by a saint, as you say. In this case, why don’t saints take part in the cures, 
besides the saint Doctors, of course? Because when our Doctors give therapy, the Evil One 
cannot send his own Doctors to complicate the situation. It happens many times that a 
saint says to a patient that he has cured him and the patient dies. This is the case. Such 
cases, however, are not announced to the people, unless the patient is cured.  
 Whereas the Brotherhood of the Invisible Doctors has another mission. It is all-
powerful and it does scientific work, since it has with it the Power of the Lord.  

Hippocrates 
(Hippocrates’ Spiritual Medicine) 
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Diseases and Medicines 
Hippocrates 
 HIPPOCRATES: You have heard what the Light of Truth referred to. I also have to 
come back to this point in my Field. A doctor may have the opinion that a certain medicine 
is appropriate for a patient whereas another doctor disagrees and talks about another 
manufactured product. 
 Which doctor says the truth, when both of them have no idea about the effects of 
the two medicines on a patient?  
 Why does this happen? 
 Because they do not have divine enlightenment! They totally lack this, otherwise 
they would be sparing in their medicines, if they were not sure that this or the other 
medicine was harmless, even if it is not appropriate for the case of the disease of the 
patients.  
 There are a lot of medicines for a certain disease. Are you sure that all these 
medicines cure this disease, when you do not know the organism of the patient well and if 
the latter can take one of these medicines?  
 The responsibility of the doctor is great. But the doctors today do not appear to be 
interested so much if a patient is cured or not! As long as the doctor is well and his fame 
grows as one who is careful but unfortunately more expensive than the others! In other 
words, they are mocking their patients for their own benefit and against the benefit of the 
patients!  
 Nobody who is working for the pharmaceutical products is conscientious. This has 
been proven many times in your world with the advertisement of drugs that harmed 
irreparably their patients.  
 Where does the Spiritual World have to start in order to set things straight? We do 
not have the right by the Supreme Authority to intervene for the salvation of any person, 
unless the Supreme Authority, which permeates all things and has the complete command 
of the whole invisible power in Its hands, specifies this.  
 We help where there is need because we know from before the decision of the First 
Cause. We never discourage anyone. Because the discouragement is a quick and double 
death, whereas the encouragement and the optimism is to a great part a cleansing of the 
disease. 

Hippocrates 
(Hippocrates’ Spiritual Medicine) 
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